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Summäry.

Aeröspace & COVID-19.
The aerospace industry and it’s challenges

umlaut monitors the COVID-19 impact and provides customized and proven methods to guide
and support aerospace firms through the current
crisis. With +20 years of successfully delivering
supplier recovery projects in the aerospace and
other manufacturing industries (e.g. automotive),
umlaut is a team of experienced professionals
that have collected best practices and developed
methodologies and tools that are essential for a
successful and sustainable supplier recovery.

The aerospace supply chain requires on-time
delivery of quality parts and materials to serve a
low volume and high mix manufacturing industry. Shortages disrupt operations and require
immediate attention. The current COVID-19
pandemic is one of the largest shocks that the
industry has seen since it’s existence with airlines
canceling orders and looming OEM and supplier
bankruptcies.
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Since the first flight of the Wright Flyer on December 17, 1903, aerospace has been a leader in
innovation and engineering. In recent years, we
have seen impressive interior innovation, improved avionics, use of composites, advancements
in engine technologies, re-useable rockets and
many more advances, big and small, in this low
volume/high mix manufacturing industry.
Today, the aerospace industry is a global industry
with competition driving a large pool of participants to be the best. Its supply chain spans the
globe and is characterized by tight deadlines,
quality standards and an increasing need for
digitalization.
Compared to other industries, such as automotive and electronics, the aerospace global need for
supply comes with the challenge of small purchase quantities and regulatory restrictions. Small
size and privately-owned suppliers are often part

of the supply chain and these suppliers are gradually selling out to multi-national corporations.
The buyers bring investment and the promise of
structured processes; however, while consolidation is an opportunity for
future growth, at the
same time, it bears
the risks of poor
integration
and cultural
challenges.
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Shock Event Dynamics

The “shock” of COVID-19

Pandemics like COVID-19 are thankfully rare;
however, the impact on the aerospace industry is
large, especially for small-to-midsize suppliers.
The current COVID-19 crisis hits an already
challenged supplier landscape that (especially in
the North American market) is stressed by the
Boeing 737 Max situation. The effect is a reduction in demand, supply interruptions, financial
pressure and workforce impairment resulting in

one of the largest global shocks in the industry’s
history.
With the crisis in full swing and countries in shut
down mode, the economic rebound scenarios
are uncertain. A quick recovery becomes unlikely
by the day. The shock of COVID-19 is impacting
global GDP and presents a significant challenge
to aerospace OEM and suppliers’ revenue, EBIT
and cashflow.

2000s

2010s

• Declining consumer demand with ripple effects to upstream value chains
• Reduction of purchasing power (voluntarily and involuntarily)

Supply Limitations

• Stop/ blockage of JIT supply chain elements
• Reduction of logistic options/ volumes

Market Limitations

• Regulated availability of trading platforms
• Revocation of business operation licenses

Financial Issues

• Cash crunch/ cash flow stop
• Limited access to financial instruments to secure business continuity

Workforce Impairment

• Underutilization of workforce/ talent
• Health related unavailability/loss of workforce within all levels

Low

COVID-19

9/11 Attacks

Reduced Demand

Negative Financial Impact

Quick Recovery
(V-Curve)

Delay
(U-Curve)

2020s

Subprime Crisis

Recession
(L-Curve)

High

Time

?

Dotcom Bubble
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Global GDP

Quick
Recovery
(V-Curve)

2020

2021

Delay
(U-Curve)

2020

2021

Recession
(L-Curve)

2020

2021

Market Access
Restrictions

Reduced Spending
Power/Willingness by
Consumer

Stop of global/local
investments
(low/ high risks nature)

Talent Attrition/
Fluctuation

Delay of consumer
investment for non commodity products

Reduction of available
capital to finance
business expansion

Limited global GDP impact
(max. -2 to 3%)

Negative global GDP impact
(max. - 6%)

Significant global GDP impact
(> -10%)

• Fast global recovery
• Consumer interest restarts on pre-crisis
level

• Uncertainty in consumer demand prevails
• Supply chain refocus required

• Lockdowns still in place
• Stimulus packages not providing
consumer security

We differentiate between three scenarios. Each
has a different impact to GDP and recovery
speed. Global implications are reduced spending,
less capital available to finance business expansions and talent attrition and fluctuation.
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For the aerospace industry the crisis results in:
• An extremely hard hit for airlines with passenger traffic slumped due to global and regional
air travel restrictions.
• Airlines cancelling orders for new aircraft and
OEMs Airbus and Boeing reducing production
forecasts up to 50%.
• MRO business reduced significantly, and (besides regularly scheduled maintenance) work is
at a minimum.
• Challenges to re-start and ramp-up if supply
chain comes to a complete stop.
• Suppliers with weak financials running out of
funding, losing key personal and possibility of
not being able to recover.
• A higher demand in freighters due to lack of
transport capacity in Pax AC (Passenger Aircraft).
• Pax AC demand could benefit from early retirements during crisis; however, low oil price is a
threat to replacements.

• Opportunity that the downturn may increase
airlines demand for FSA (Future single aisle) or
NMA (New mid market) and away from Wide
Body.
• We expect passenger growth to recover to pre
COVID-19 levels, similar to the 9-11 crisis, after
which only a few could imagine that passenger
growth would return to old strength.
• It is yet to be seen how governments will
respond and if so, what financial stimulus will
become available in order to safeguard system-relevant players.
Many suppliers are struggling to adapt to the
above changes resulting in the need for recovery
via external support.
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Reducing risk for
süppliers.

Regardless of scenario (V, U or L), monitoring the
supply chain, analyzing risk and deploying teams
to support on site are of high urgency and need
to be addressed first to ensure a quick re-start
of the supply chain is possible.
With the Delay (V curve) and Recession (L curve)
scenario already present, aerospace companies
will have to review growth plans and reduce cost
on enterprise and product level.
Due to the uncertain times following the crisis,
companies will have to monitor closely client behaviour via customer pulse tracking campaigns.

To address the COVID-19 challenges, umlaut has
developed a service offering that supports OEMs
and suppliers:

Prioritized offerings

1

360° QuickCheck

Significance to your organization

Urgancy level

• Streamlined COVID-19 impact assessment & monitoring
• Identification of the core problems and countermeasures
through intelligent dashboards and score cards

Act
now

Prioritized offerings

Significance to your organization

Urgancy level

2

Supply Chain Recovery
Task Force & Sustainment

• Distressed supplier management and supply chain consolidation to reduce footprint and disruption potential

Act
now

5

Growth Plan Streamlining

• Situational realignment of the growth planning to minimize the adverse impact and optimize top-line growth

Plan
now

3

Supply Chain Risk Analysis
& Recovery

• Financial and operational risk modelling and mitigation
support of lower Tier supplier segments (2/3/4 levels)

Act
now

6

Cost Down Optimization
(Enterprise & Product Cost
Mgmt.)

• Expert-driven cost down optimization to analyze and reduce both enterprise & product cost levels in short (cash
activation) and long term (exposure reduction)

Plan
now

4

Product Variant Complexity
Reduction

• Strategic optimization of product variants to streamline
supply & value chain for changing consumer expectations
and possibilities

Act
now

7

Consumer Pulse Tracking

• Evaluating impact of shift consumer interests after lockdown to match business offerings through primary (interviews) and secondary (mobility pattern) data sets

Plan
now
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Best präctices, tools
and methöds.

2. 72h Radar, Supplier Monitoring: Tools,
methods, and on-going support to monitor daily
supplier performance and assure supplier delivery. Early warning for pending supply disruptions.

support is needed, a team of experienced supply
chain recovery professionals will apply a fourphase process.
5. Experienced Subject Matter Experts:
Each project is different in nature and requires
umlaut experts to bring adequate tools and
methods to secure a successful delivery. Depending on the situation, umlaut deploys experts with knowledge in Agile, Integrated Quality
Systems, APQP, Lean Manufacturing, Factory
Digitalization, I4.0, Six Sigma Problem Solving,
Data Analytics, KPI’s, Dashboards, ISO Certified
Audits, VDA 6.3, MMOG.

3. Leon Tool: A process and data modeling
tool to predict and prevent nonconformity and
quality issues leveraging data and data analytics
to provide:
• Real time data tracking & visualization
• Faster ramp ups
• Increased transparency
• Basis for root cause analysis

By umlaut

4. Four-phase Project Process: Once the 360
Quick Check Operations Audit and 72h Radar are complete, if the results show additional

Bringing solutions to aerospace low volume/high
mix manufacturing requires an understanding of
the industry, regulations, processes, key players
and overall supply chain. Besides aerospace,
umlaut is heavily engaged in the automotive
industry, a high-volume industry characterized
by high quality standards. In the past years,
carrying over best practices from automotive to
aerospace has created high value add.
Following are best practices, tools and methods
that umlaut applies:

1. Project Set up

1. 360 Quick Check Operations Audit: A one
to three-day on-site process review that helps
clients assess operational maturity and identify
opportunities for process improvements.
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 Define KPIs and set targets to
measure improvement
 Set up meeting and reporting
structure, identify stakeholders
 Collect and analyze available data
 Create value stream map to create
transparency
 Identify and prioritize
problem/bottleneck areas

Escalation

2. Delivery Assurance

3. Root Cause Analysis

 Collect daily updates regarding main  Prioritize problem areas by analyzing
KPIs & provide run out report
available data
 Identify priorities and schedule
 Perform deep dive analysis of
production based on customer
problem areas, perform process
demand & inventory situation
audits to determine current situation
 Perform root cause analysis for main
 Physical check of critical parts &
ensure on time shipment
problems
 Define corrective actions to
 Coordinate with material planner at
the client
turnaround the supplier
 Coordinate premium freight

Transparency

Turn-Around
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4. Implementation
 Set up recovery plan, define clear
responsibilities and targets for each
problem area
 Define corrective actions to
turnaround the supplier
 Support the implementation in
alignment with the supplier
 Monitor the effectiveness of the
corrective actions and track the
recovery plan

De-escalation
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umlaut as a moderator

umlaut as a driver

Expertise
Ideas

Supplier

1

Supplier

Validation

2

umlaut supports key decision makers
throughout this crisis

Analysis/input for specific
suppliers & situations

20%

Engagement Level

umlaut works together with supplier team
to drive the recovery process with supplies
Primary Focus
of umlaut Engagement
Risk identification &
Validation

Facilitate key decisions,
track success, report,
coordinate

Direct Involvement in
recovery and mitigation

80%

Expert

Supply Chain Crisis Manager

3

Expert Analyst

4

Recovery Team

Primary Function

Secondary Function

Drive recovery, reporting, coordination

Visualization & Transparency

Identify high risk suppliers,
define mitigation strategy
Financial and operations analysis to
support risk identification

20%

This flexibility together with a unique blend of
recovery, project and program management and
supply chain expertise allows the team to adapt
to different scenarios quickly providing best
support.

7. Hands-on Approach: Our teams are comprised of seasoned supply chain experts, project
management professionals and recovery team
members with a strong hands-on approach.
Above is an example for a typical umlaut engagement team including function split.
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Analysis support for recovery teams

On site support for suppliers and knowledge transfer

80%

6. Working as an Integrated Partner: Often
suppliers first reaction to external support is
resistance and an external team is perceived as
hostile. To overcome this challenge, at umlaut we train our experts to adapt and act as a
moderator or as a driver with varying intensity.

Advisory to client leads as needed
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Your contäct.

We strongly believe that companies that monitor
their supply chain proactively and are prepared
will be able to reduce the negative impacts.
These companies will be able to identify and
mitigate risks earlier and have an opportunity to
come out strong.
Ask an umlaut representative for more information on how to increase the robustness of your
company or your supply chain.

For further questions
Philip Potkowski
Managing Director
+1 248 854 0474
Philip.Potkowski@umlaut.com
Tobias Geissinger
Managing Director
+49 163 7533 719
Tobias.Geissinger@umlaut.com
Cornelius Bittersohl
Technology & Strategy Consulting Lead
+1 248 765 8380
Cornelius.Bittersohl@umlaut.com
Tim Thoppil
Partner – Supplier Management & Operations
+1 248 508 8782
Tim.Thoppil@umlaut.com
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umlaut AG
Aachen
Am Kraftversorgungsturm 3
52070 Aachen, Germany
Seattle
500 Mercer Street, Suite C202,
98109 Washington
in Atlas Workbase above the QFC
Dallas
3010 LBJ Freeway Suite 1050
Dallas, TX 75234
Shanghai
1228 Middle Yan'an Road, 200000 Shanghai
22nd Floor #C27, Jingan Kerry Centre Office
Tower 3
www.umlaut.com
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